Countdown
To Shutdown™
Instructions
For the Commodore 64™
A m~lfunction at the world's largest power
plant threatens to throw millions of people
into darkness. It's up to you and your Android
Crisis Team (ACT) to find the central power
source in this huge facility and fix it. But time
is running out, and the plant's automated
defense system is set to stop all intruders- at
anycost.
·
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POWER PlANT ANALYSIS

This is a breeder reactor, Delta 9 class energy facility. There are over 2,000 rooms,
8 levels and dozens of automated defenses. Each room contains two video cameras,
one at each end, affording you total visibility. (More on this later.) Some elevators and
doors are inoperative and must be repaired to gain passage. (More on this later, too.)
The heart of the plant is the Core Room.
MISSION OBJECTIVE

Direct your Android Crisis Team through the massive power plant. Find the Core
Room. Using the proper tools (see "Tools" ), cool the core to below 1000°C. Warning:
If the core temperature is allowed to reach I 0 ,000°C, overload and shutdown will
occur. lime is obviously of the essence.
LOADING

• Turn on computer and disk drive.
• Insert disk, label side up.
• Type: LOAD "*", 8, I and press RETURN.
TO BEGIN

Plug joystick into port 2. When disk has loaded, you will see the "Assignment Screen:·
Choose desired assignment by pushing I , 2 or 3 on your keyboard.
I . Central Mission -layout of rooms and positioning of tools remain constant.
2. Unknown Site -layout of rooms, abilities of androids and positioning of tools are
different (a new challenge) every time you play.
3. Resume Operadon -loads a previously saved game (see "Saving a Game").
THE ANDROID CRISIS TEAM

After you have loaded your disk, select variation #I (Central Mission). You will be
presented with the "Key Command" screen. You will use these keyboard commands
to control your androids. We will explain this in detail a little later. Right now, let's
meet your team.
Press the SPACE BAR, and you will see the "Android Select Screen:' There are
8 screens, one for each of your 8 androids. Each screen details the abilities of one of
your Androids. For example, here is the "Android Select Screen" for Android #I :
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"Abilities" are shown as percentages and are labeled either "skills" or "attributes:·
"Skills" refer to an android's functional abilities (fixing doors, fighting, etc.) and "attributes" define innate capabilities- those abilities built into the android's original
design. Here are quick de:iinitions of skills and attributes (further details of each will
become more apparent as you play):
Scientific:
ability to cool the reactor core.
Technical:
ability to fix doors and elevators.
Medical:
ability to repair other damaged androids.
Combat:
marksmanship using laser pistol.
Intelligence: general control of an android's movement. If this level drops below 20,
android becomes erratic.
ability to use tools effectively.
Power:
Strength:
ability to withstand attack. (See "Hazards:')
Mobility:
speed of movement.
Below the "Abilities" section is an inventory of equipment the android is carrying.
All androids start with a laser pistol and can carry up to eight items at a time (see
"Tools" ). Push the joystick forward to review all eight "Android Select Screens:·
(Further explanation of android "personalities" also can be found on the inside of
your package.)

ENTERING THE POWER PlANT

MOVING THROUGH THE POWER PlANT

You will need to send your androids down into the power plant. However, the
success of your mission, in large degree, depends on your ability to assign the
right android to the right task. For example, after hours of exploration, you may
actually locate the Core Room but be unable to cool the core because the android
you have selected for this task does not possess the proper ability.
For this reason, you must carefully consider each android's abilities by studying the
"Android Select Screens:·
After you have studied these screens and chosen your first android , here's how you
send an android into the power plant:
Let's say you have chosen Android #3 as the first android to enter the plant. Push
your joystick forward until you see the "Android Select Screen" for Android #3. Press
the SPACE BAR. With the elevator door open (it opens automatically), pull the joystick
back, and Android #3 will enter the plant on the first level. All androids enter the
plant on the first level. To recap:

The entire complex is monitored via video cameras placed in each room. A camera
will be activated only by the entry of an android into that room. Move each android
(you can only control one android at a time) forward and back, left and right, by
pushing your joystick in desired direction. To travel safely between floors, use the
elevators. In emergencies, jump through craters (see " Hazards" ). The joystick button
operates the android's laser pistol.
Once inside the power plant, you will see the Information Control Panel along the
bottom of your screen. Monitor it carefully. It contains the following information:

ENTERING SEQUENCE
1. Locate Android Select Screen of android you wish to send in. (Push joystick
forward.)
Z. Press Space Bar. This automatically switches you from Android Select Screen to
the power plant.
3. Pull joystick back and android will enter plant.
To remove any android from the plant, you must use the same elevator you used to
enter the plant. Let's try it with Android #3: Push the joystick forward, commanding
Android #3 to return to the elevator. The next thing you will see are the "Android
Select Screens:· This means Android #3 has left the power plant.
You can send many androids down into the power plant or venture ahead with just
one android (see "Android Control" ). It's up to you.
NOTE: You can never have more than two of your androids in the same room at the
same time. And the first room you enter from the elevator only allows one android.

CORE TEMP: Constantly increasing, it must not be allowed to reach 10 ,000°C.
RAD- LEV:
Radiation level- increases the farther down you go. It can damage
unprotected androids. (See " Shields" below.)
Tracks amount of time spent on each mission. At the end of a successful
TIME:
mission, time spent can be used to evaluate you and your team 's
performance.
ANDROID: Identifies (by number) which android you are controlling.
Tracks shield power. Shields protect androids from radiation. If shield
SHIELDS:
power drops to 0 , androids may begin to lose their abilities. The only
way to increase shield power is through the use of special equipment
found in the power plant.
PACE:
Reflects pace of your android's movement: careful, normal, reckless.
Speed is also affected by which android you are using.

FACING:

EXITS:
LEVEL:
BEACON:

LASER
PISTOL:

SCANNER
GRID:

Monitors which video angle you are viewing: north or south. Be sure to
periodically check both angles! You may actually miss something quite
important because you're using the wrong camera.
Shows location of doors and elevators. ( EWU east, west and up.)
Shows what level of the power plant you are on.
Homing Beacons are found throughout the plant. When you find one
and activate it (see next section). an arrow on the Information Control
Panel will indicate the direction of an important object: an injured
android , an up elevator or a special tool.
Monitors fire power remaining. This is shown on a gauge just to the left
of the Homing Beacon indicator. A black line moves down the gauge
as shots are expended. The only way to replenish it is to send your
android out of the power plant by taking the elevator originally used
to enter the plant on level 1.
just to the left of the Laser Pistol Gauge is the Scanner Grid. When
operating, this grid indicates the number and position of defensive
droids (see " Hazards" ) in the surrounding area. You must find and
activate a scanner for this grid to work. On-screen instructions will
detail how to operate scanner grid.

=

ANDROID CONTROL

As you move your android through the power plant, you will need to perform a
variety of functions: examine rooms for useful tools, repair broken doors and elevators,
activate certain equipment and so on. To perform these functions, you will not only
need to monitor your control panel, but also use the special " Key Commands" to
control your androids. Use the following " Key Commands" to activate the desired
Android Control:
D: Drops a tool an android is carrying.
E: Examines the contents of a room.
F: Fixes broken door switches.
H: Prints key commands on - screen.
1: Gives an inventory of tools an android is carrying.

P: Adjusts the speed your android is traveling: careful, normal or reckless (speed also
depends on the android's "mobility" attribute).
R: Switches angle of view (north and south video cameras).
S: Allows you to select another android. Here's how: Press "S" on the keyboard and
you will see the "Android Select Screens:· Review the androids by pushing forward
or pulling back on the joystick. Press the SPACE BAR to select Android. ·
T: Transfers all items from one android to another when two androids are in the
same room.
U: Enables you to use an item an android is canying. On-screen directions will instruct
you on how to use a tool.
NOTE: To open a door, place your android directly in front of the door switch and
move the joystick in the direction of the switch. To fix a jammed door switch, place
your android directly in front of the switch and·press "F" on the keyboard. Your android
will become immobile while fixing the switch. The higher the android's technical
ability, the quicker the switch is fixed.

TOOlS
As you progress through the many rooms of the power plant, it's important that you
examine each room to discover valuable tools and powerful weapons. Pressing " E"
will examine a room. If something is found, on screen directions will Instruct you
how to proceed. (Remember your android can only carry 8 items at any one time.)
Some examples of valuable tools are: Technl-kits- aid in fixing jammed doors.
Medl-kits- used to repair injured androids. However, It's important to remember
that the effectiveness of an item will depend on the particular skill of the android
using it For example, an android with a high medical ability will be able to make better
use of a Medi-kit
There are lots of different tools and weapons throughout the plant It's up to you to
discover them. You will be shown a complete screen of detailed technical information
for every item you find.
HAZARDS &. OBSTACLES
Finding the Core Room is only half the battle. You will also be forced to deal with
radiation and the plant's automated defense system. This system consists of defense

drolds (installed to keep out intruders -like your androids), and anti-radiation
plasma- bothersome bacterial blobs that seek to eliminate any irradiated beings
(again, just like your androids). Radiation will become more and more intense the
closer to the core your androids go. Your androids will need to find and activate
radiation shields before going too far down.
Defense droids and plasma can disable your androids. Contact with either will reduce
both your android's physical skills and attributes. Prolonged contact will completely

disable your androids!
Also, a series of explosions has left large crater-like holes in the floors of some rooms.
Androids can try to use them as shortcuts to the lower levels, but the fall usually
reduces the android's abilities.

THE CORE ROOM
Once you have madeyourwaydown to the bottom (8th) level and located the Core
Room, find and make your way to the inspection window. There, you will find two
robot arms. Position your android in front of the arms, activate (by pressing " U" )
Damper Field Units (which you should have found somewhere in the plant), and cool
the core down below 1000°C. Once you've completed this, your mission has come
to a successful conclusion. Nice job!
SAVING A GAME
To save a game, do the following:
Press "Q" to quit You will be asked, "Do you want to save your position YI N?" If you
press N (no). you will erase the game you are playing and you will go back to the
"Assignment Screen:· If you press Y (yes). you will go to the "Save Game Screen:·
Type your file name and press Return. You will see the letters A through F. (A sample
game has already been saved to A).
Press a letter (A- F) and you will save your game to a chosen letter.
NOTE: You can save a game to any of the listed letters, but, if you save "over" an
existing game, that game will be erased.
After you have pressed a chosen letter, you will actually return to your game. "Saving"
does not end play, but only saves a position.

ACTIVISION UMITID 90-DAY WARRANTY
LETS GET TO KNOW EACH OTHER:

We're working hard to design the kind of home computer software you want.
We'd love to hear your comments. So drop us a note. We'll put you on our special
mailing list. Also, if you'd like to find out about our newest computer software, call
800-633-4263 ANYTIME ON WEEKENDS. In California, call (415) 940-6044/ 5
(WEEKDAYS ONLY).
Activision, Inc.
P.O. Box 7287
Mountain View, CA 94039
DON'T FORGET THE PRODUCT SAMPLER!
On the l'e\'erse side of your disk Is an exciting sampler of several new ActMslon
products. Insert the disk Into your disk drhe label side down and type: LOAD
"*", 8, 1 then press RETURN to review the latest and greatest ActMslon Home
Computer Software I
Designed by Creative Sparks.
Produced by Sam Nelson.
Manual written by Paul Cuneo.

Activision Inc. warrants to the original consumer purchaser of this computer software product
that the recording medium on which the software programs are recorded will be free from
defects in material and workmanship for 90 days from the date of purchase. if the recording
medium is found defective within 90 days of original purchase, Activision agrees to replace,
free of charge, any product discovered to be defective within such period upon receipt at its
Factory Service Center of the product, postage paid, with proof of date of purchase.
This warranty is limited to the recording medium containing the software program originally
provided by Activision and is not applicable to normal wear and tear. This warranty shall not be
applicable and shall be void if the defect has arisen through abuse, mistreatment or neglect.
Any implied warranties applicable to this product are limited to the 90-day period described
above. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH ABOVE, THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIE.U OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES,
WHETHER ORAL OR WRiffiN, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY WARRANT OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FORA PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NO OTHER REPRESENTATION
OF CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE SHALL BE BINDING ON OR OBLIGATE ACTIVISION. IN NO EVENT
WILL ACTIVISION BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGE
RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR MALFUNCTION OF THIS PRODUCT. INCLUDING
DAMAGE TO PROPERTY AND, TO THE EXTENT PERMiffiD BY LAW, DAMAGES FOR PERSONAL
INJURY, EVEN IF ACTIVISION HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS
AND/ OR THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES,
SO THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS AND/ OR EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY MAY NOT
APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY HAVE
OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE.

COPYING PROHIBITED
This software product is copyrighted and all rights are reserved by Activision Inc. The distribution
and sale of this product are intended for the use of the original purchaser only and for use only
on the computer system specified. Copying, duplicating, selling or otherwise distributing this
product without the express written permission of Activision are violations of U.S. Copyright
Law and are hereby expressly forbidden.

WARNING
Any attempt to duplicate this product may damage it. Such damage is not covered by the
warranty.
U.P.S. or registered mall is recommended for returns. Please send it to:
CONSUMER REPLACEMENTS
Consumer Relations
Activision, Inc.
2350 Bayshore Frontage Road
Mountain View, CA 94043
Commcx1ore 64lM is a trademark of Commodore Electronics Umited.
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